May Hands

May Hands sources materials from her daily environment both manmade and natural to
create new objects and sensory experiences. These collected urban and natural debris are
interwoven together through various processes. She celebrates and reveals qualities and new
identities of the materials she works with, reflecting upon seasonal cycles, sensuality and the
inherently curated aspect of our everyday consumption and desires.
Dusk and Shoreham Beach II are both a continuation of May Hands’ series Horizons that take
on an introspective and meditative approach to making on returning to living by the coast.
Seasonal changes in a coastal environment provide a contrasting backdrop to her previous
urban location and reference place, material and light, with observations of nature’s
transitions from land, sea and sky. This use of layering has many meanings, but most
pertinently references atmospheric conditions, such as mist or the changing of light. In
addition, these works invite the viewer to consider commercially based technological filters
in contemporary society, including media advertising and, at a more autobiographical level,
their own selection and manipulation of imagery on social media pages.
Traces is a series of 12 unique works by May Hands, made in response to a walk in central
London. The works all show a photograph of detritus laid out on a sketchbook which
contains graphite rubbings and drawings, traces of her walk in London. Hands has then
monotype printed over each one, using marks taken from the rubbings and drawings; found
plastic packaging encases each piece which contains a collection of debris found on this
walk and from Hands’ studio.
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